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More Stinson aircraft information at the Stinsonflyer.com homepage, see URL  
http://www.stinsonflyer.com/ac-0.htm

This specific Stinson straight model 108 list at URL
http://www.stinsonflyer.com/avtextsf/Stinson_108_sn_1_to_750.pdf 
This file has 16 pages, this header page plus 15 pages of production record.

The Stinson model 108 equipped with a Franklin 150HP 6A4-150-B3, -B31 or -B4 
engine, with a gross weight of 2150 pounds. 

Stinson straight model 108, serial numbers 108-1 through 108-742

After WWII Stinson modified two model 10 aircraft into the prototype 108 airplanes. 
Stinson assigned the first prototype 108 serial numbers 108-1 with registration
NX31519, later NC31619, and the second prototype serial number 108-2 with
registration NX31532, later NC31532.  While records show these two airplanes as serial
numbers 108-1 and 108-2, they are prototype airplanes modified from earlier
manufactured Stinson model 10 aircraft.  These two prototype airplanes are NOT
shown in the Stinson Production Record shown here.  So there were two aircraft with
serial number 108-1, the first prototype and the first production aircraft, and there were
two aircraft with serial number 108-2, the second prototype and the second production
airplane.  Only production airplanes are shown on the Stinson Production Record. 
Neither prototype 108 exists today, both were scrapped so there is no conflict in serial
numbers.

Stinson manufactured 742 straight model 108 production aircraft.  According to the FAA
Type Certificate A-767, sometime after manufacture Stinson modified serial number
108-11 into the prototype model 108-1 with serial number 108-11 now shown by the
FAA not as a straight Stinson 108, but rather as a model 108-1.

At the time Stinson manufactured the various model 108's registration numbers for
aircraft sold in the United States were all prefixed with NC.  Aircraft sold for export
sometimes have a registration, other times the registration is left blank.  Most often
when the export registration is not known at the time of manufacture there is a notation
in the remarks column of what country the airplane was sold to.
































